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CASE STUDY 

 

 

Arla is a European dairy cooperative with a global reach, owned by 12,700 dairy farmers, 

around 3,000 of whom are in the UK. Arla is the UK's largest supplier of fresh milk and cream, 

producing over 2.2 billion litres of milk every year. 

URL: www.arlafoods.co.uk 

TURNOVER: £5 to £10 billion per year 

SECTOR: Food manufacturing 

HEADQUARTERS: Denmark 

SIZE: 501 to 1000 employees  

PROJECT LOCATION: UK 

SERVICE PROVIDED: Ongoing environmental compliance 

CHALLENGE:  

Arla have set themselves an Environmental Strategy with challenging targets, deliberately 

stretching themselves. Their view is that having a robust set of environment targets doesn’t 

just make ethical sense, it makes good business sense.  

 

 

With this in mind they are the very first dairy processor to include not only their own 

operations but also those of its farmers in its strategy. This demonstrates their determination 

to lead the way in embracing the environmental challenges the dairy industry faces right 

throughout the supply chain. 

 

http://www.ecofyenvironmental.com/
http://www.arlafoods.co.uk/
http://www.arla.com/company/responsibility/environmental-strategy/
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With such big targets Arla needs to be able to keep on top of their environmental legal 

obligations in the UK. With 19 different sites across the UK that is a lot of law to keep track of. 

While they do have dedicated Environmental advisors on each site, they wanted to make sure 

that they kept right up-to-date with the ever changing legislation in each jurisdiction. They 

also required that their Central Environmental Team would be able to access the broad 

spectrum of legislation from a single digital system. 

SOLUTIONS 

In partnership with Arla we developed an Arla specific digital UK regulatory register with easy-

to-read summaries of legislation and how Arla should best comply. But to keep up-to-date 

we go a step further for Arla and send them monthly updates notifying them of any and all 

changes so they can quickly respond to the requirements and avoid any non-compliance 

issues. They are further sent an update bi-annually identifying the key changes that might 

affect them. All updates and amendments are automatically updated in their digital register, 

so whenever or wherever it is accessed by an Arla employee they can rest assured their register 

is accurate. 

 

 

RESULTS 

In Arla’s CSR Report 2015 (check it out here, it’s a really engaging read!) they were proud to 

be able to report they had no sanctions of non-compliance with laws and regulations for that 

year. Pretty impressive for such a large organisation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ecofyenvironmental.com/
file:///C:/Users/Una/Downloads/Arla_CSR_Report_2015_ENpdf.pdf



